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Atoms of Group Valued Measures

CORNELIU CONSTANTINESCU, ZURICH

Any real valued measure may be written (uniquely) as a sum of an atomic and
of an atomless measure. This resuit was extended first time by J. Hoffmann-
J0rgensen ([I] Theorem 6) to absolutely continuous measures with values in
locally convex spaces and then by K. MusiaJ ([2] Theorem 1) to the more gênerai
case of group valued measures satisfying ccc. The aim of this paper is to extend
this resuit once more for group valued measures satisfying asc (Proposition 3.2
and Theorem 3.6). Any measure satisfying ccc (even locally) satisfies asc (Proposition

3.4). If the group G is complète any G-valued measure satisfies asc (Propositions

3.5 and 2.1). The nature of atoms for measures not satisfying ccc becomes
by far more complicated and so a great part of this paper is dedicated to their
study.

Throughout this paper we shall dénote by 3t a 8-ring (i.e. 3t# 0 and for any
séquence (An)neN in 9t we hâve H neN An s 9î and Ao AAi e dï) by ® a subset of 3t

such that the union of any finite family in ® belongs to ®, and by G a Hausdorff
topological commutative group. We consider 9? ordered by the inclusion relation and
dénote by A the set of lower directed nonempty subsets of 9î\{0}. For any 2ïe A we
dénote by g(9l) the filter on 9? generated by the filter base

{{Bg?1|Bc:A}|Ag91}.

A sysrem of null sets of 9î is a nonempty subset 9? of 91 such that: (a) any set of
91 belongs to 9? if it is contained in a set of 9Î; (b) the union of any countable
family in 3? belongs to 9? if it belongs to 3t.

1. Atoms

Throughout this section we shall dénote by $1 a System of null sets of dt. We
dénote by A (3?) the set of subsets 21 ¥=¦ 0 of 3î\9? such that the intersection of any
countable family in 21 belongs to 21. It is obvious that A(9î)c=A. The maximal
éléments of A(3l) (for the inclusion relation) will be called atoms (with respect to
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9?). A set-atom (with respect to 9?) is a set A g 9l\9? such that for any subset B of
A belonging to 9î we hâve either Be$l or A\£g9?. We say that 9? satisfies the
countable chain condition (abreviated ccc) if any disjoint family (At)tej in 9t\9î
(i.e. AcnA,&apos;=0 for différent éléments t, i of I) is eountable. We say that 9?

satisfies locally ccc if any disjoint family (At)tej in 9î\9? is countable if Utej At is

contained in a set of 9t.

PROPOSITION 1.1. Assume 92 satisfies locally ccc and let 91 € A. Then there

exists a decreasing séquence (An)n€N in 91 such that we hâve for any A g 91

fi An\Ae3l.

Assume that for any decreasing séquence (An)neN in 91 there exists A e9l such
that

neN

Let ù)\ be the fîrst uncountable ordinal number. We shall construct inductively a

family (B^)^&lt;a&gt;1 in 91 such that

fi B€\B^3l

for any /ll&lt;o&gt;i. Let fx&lt;œi and assume the family (Bg)^&lt;^ with the required
property is constructed. Since this family is countable and since 91 is lower
directed there exists a decreasing séquence (An)n€N in 91 such that

n An c= n Bè.
neN £&lt;ju.

By the hypothesis there exists B^ e 91 with

n An\B^$i.
neN

Hence

n

The existence of the family (r\ç&lt;nBê\Bn)n«»i contradicts the hypothesis that 9?

satisfies locally ccc. ¦
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PROPOSITION 1.2. For any Ae3î\9? we set

Then:

(a)»A6A(»)î
(b) 21A is an atom &lt;£&gt; A is a set-atom;
(c) if 9? satisfies locally ccc then for any atom 21 there exists a set-atom A e 9î\9?

wifh 21 a =21; in particular for any Be9î the set of atoms 21 such that Be2l ïs

(a) The intersection of any séquence in 21A belongs to 2lA.

(b) Let A be a set-atom. Let 21g A(9?) with 2TAcz2ï and let Besil. Then
ACiBeVl and therefore AnBé9?. We get A\Bg9? and therefore Bg2ïa.
Hence 21A 21. Thus 21A is an atom.

Assume now 21A is an atom. If A is not a set-atom then there exists B g9Î\9?
such that BcA and A\Bé9?. We get $lBeA(9l), 21ac2Ïb, and Be 2ïB\2ïA.
Hence 21A is not a maximal élément of A (9?) and this is a contradiction.

(c) Assume 9? satisfies locally ccc and let 21 be an atom. By Proposition 1.1

there exists A g 21 such that 21 ci 21A. Since 21 is maximal in A (9?) we deduce by (a)
2l 2lA. By (b) A is a set-atom.

Let B e9î and assume that the set of atoms 21 such that B g 21 is uncountable.
Let coi be the first uncountable ordinal number. There exists a family (21e)l&lt;(Ul of
atoms such that Be2l€ for any £&lt;a&gt;i and such that 21^21^ for any
For any £&lt;coi let A$ be a set-atom such that 21€ =21Ar Let £&lt;tj. If /
then A71\A^g9[î and we get for any Ce2ï€

Hence 2l€ c 21^ and this leads to the contradiction 9I€ 21^. Hence AçDA^e 9Î.

We get for any r\ &lt; co\

A.G21,

Hence (A,, n B\ LU&lt;t, A^)tî&lt;Wi is an uncountable disjoint family of subsets of B in
9î\9î and this contradicts the hypothesis that 9? satisfies locally ccc. ¦

Remark. From (c) it follows that if 31 satisfies locally ccc the atoms and the

set-atoms may be identified.
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PROPOSITION 1.3. Let 21 be an atom, Then
(a) If BeW and if there exists Ag2T such that A\Be3l then Bg21.
(b) If Bedt and if Ar\Bé3l for any Ag21 fhenBeSt.
(c) If (At)tej is a countable family in 9t whose union belongs to 21 then there

exists tel with At g 21.

(d) 21 is a maximal élément of A.

(a) The set {C g 3î 13A g 21, A\ C g 9î} belongs to A (31) and contains 21. Since 2ï

is a maximal élément of A(3t) this set coïncides with 81. Hence Bg21.
(b) The set {Ce Si \ 3A e 21, C 3 A H B} belongs to A(9Î) and contains 21. Since

2ï is a maximal élément of A(9?) this set coïncides with 21. Hence Be2l.
(c) Assume At^2l for any tel. By (b) there exists for any ieI a Bte21 such

that AnB.69Î. From

u At

it follows (LJtei At)n(nte/B,,)e9în2l and this is a contradiction.
(d) Let 93 e A with 2lc=93. Let B€93\2T. By (b) there exists A g 21 with

AHBe9l. By (a) we get A\Be21 and therefore

0 (A\B)nBe23

which is a contradiction. Hence S 2ï and 21 is a maximal élément of A. ¦
COROLLARY 1.4. Let 3l\ 31&quot; be two Systems of null sets on 9} and let 21 be

an atom with respect to 9?&apos;. Then either 21 is an atom with respect to 31&quot; or

If 2ïn9?&quot;=0 then 21eA(9Î&quot;). By the Proposition 1.3(d) 21 is a maximal
élément of A and therefore a fortiori it is a maximal élément of A(9?&quot;). I

PROPOSITION 1.5. Let &lt;P be a countable set of atoms. Then there exists a

disjoint family (An)we&lt;p in 9î such that A^g21 for any 21g &lt;P.

Let 21, S be two différent atoms of &lt;P and let A&amp;,$9g2ï\93. By Proposition
1.3(b) there exists B§i,$bg23 such that

An,m H B®,&amp; e 3t.
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By Proposition 1.3(a)

An,m\ B«,© e 21, B«,»\ A®&amp; e 93.

We set for any 91 € &lt;P

A®: fi

It is obvious that (91a)9X£&lt;i&gt; possesses the required properties. ¦
PROPOSITION 1.6. Let &lt;P be a set of atoms such that for any A e 91 the set

{2Ï€&lt;Î&gt;| Ae2I} is countable. Then there exists a family (A«)«e$ in SU such that
A« g 2l\2T for any 21, 2T e &lt;ï&gt;, 21 * 2T.

Let (Bnh be a family in 9î such that £§i £ 21 for any Sï g cf». Let 21 e 4&gt; and let

By the hypothesis ^(21) is countable. By Proposition 1.5 there exists a disjoint
family (C«r)«&apos;e*(«) such that C«&apos;e8T&apos; for any 2f e *•(«). We set

Let 21, 21&apos; be two différent atoms of &lt;P. Then A?ig21. If 2T^ ^(21) then B%£%&apos; and
therefore A^^2ï&apos; (Proposition 1.3(a)). If 21&apos;€ ^(21) then

m&apos; 0

and this shows that

2. Measures

A measure on 9î is a map fx of 9? into a Hausdorff topological commutative
group such that for any countable disjoint family (Ac)t(=i in 9? whose union
belongs to 91 the family (^(At)ie/ is summable and its sum is ju(UteiAt). A
measure pi on 9î is called ®-regular if for any Ae$t and for any neighbourhood V
of /x(A) there exists Ke$ contained in A such that

{/m(B) | B e9t, Kc B cz A}c V.
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For any measure /li on 9î we set

9t(lt) : {A e 9t | VB € SR, B c A =&gt; /ll(B) 0}.

9Î(/ul) is a System of null sets of 9t. We say that /ll satisfies ccc (resp. that /ll satisfies

locally ccc) if 9J(/ll) satisfies ccc (resp. satisfies locally ccc). It is obvious that the
set of G-valued measures on 9t, the set of $-regular G-valued measures on 9t,
and the set of G-valued measures on 9î satisfying ccc or satisfying locally ccc are

subgroups of Gm. For any measure /u on 9î and for any 21 e A we dénote by
/x(3f(2l)) the image of the filter $(2t) through /ll (i.e. the filter generated by the
filter base {/ll(93) | 2? 6^(21)}); if this filter converges we dénote by fin its limit. By
Proposition 1.1 /Lt($(2i)) converges for any measure /ll satisfying locally ccc and

for any 21 e A. We call atom of fx any atom with respect to 9?(/ll). An atom 2ï of /x
is called improper if /a(g(2t)) converges to 0; otherwise we call it proper. Let 21 be

an improper atom of /ll. If for any A e 21 there exists a proper atom 21&apos; of /ll such

that A e 21&apos; we say that 21 is of the first kind. An improper atom which is not of the
first kind will be called of the second kind. We call set-atom of /ll any set-atom
with respect to 9î(/ll).

A preorder relation on a set / is a binary relation ^ on J such that:

(a) i € / ^ l ^ t ;

(b) t, i&apos;, i&quot;el, l^l&apos;, l&apos;^i&quot;^&gt;l^l&quot;.

An upper directed preordered set is a set I endowed with a preorder relation ^
such that for any c/, i&quot;e I there exists tel with t&apos;^s t, i&quot;=ss t. The section filter of an

upper directed nonempty set (I, ^) is the filter on I generated by the filter base

A net in a set X is a pair (J, f) such that I is an upper directed preordered set and

/ is a map of I into X.
Let X be a topological space. An œ-net in X is a net (/, /) in X such that for

any increasing séquence (tn)neN in X the séquence (/(in))neN is convergent. An
ù&gt;-filter on X is a filter f? on X such that there exists an co-net (I, /) in X such that
/(g) c g, where © dénotes the section filter of L An co space is a topological
space for which any co-filter converges.

PROPOSITION 2.1. Any w-filter on a uniform space is a Cauchy filter. Hence

any complète uniform space is an oy-space.
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Let X be a uniform space, let (/, /) be an co-net in X, and let g be the section
filter of /. Let further U be an arbitrary entourage vicinity) of X and let V be

an entourage of X such that V° V~la U. Assume that for any tel there exists
Àel such that A^t and (/(i),/(A))é V. Then we may construct inductively an
increasing séquence (in)neN in I such that (/(in),/(in+i))é V for any neN. The
séquence (/(tn))neN being convergent this is a contradiction. Hence there exists

lgI with (/(t),/(A))G V for any Ae/, A^t. We get (/(i&apos;),/(i&quot;))€= U for any
i\ i&quot;e I with i&apos;^i, t&quot;5s t. Hence /(g) is a Cauchy filter. ¦

PROPOSITION 2.2. For any measure jjl on 91 and for any 21 e A, jtx(g(2I)) is

an (o-filter and therefore a Cauchy filter.

Let us order 21 by the converse inclusion relation, let © be the section filter of
21, and let pt | 91 be the restriction of /x to 21. Then (91, /x | 21) is an co-net and

Hence /ut(|Ç(9ï)) is an co-filter. By Proposition 2.1 it is a Cauchy filter. ¦
PROPOSITION 2.3. Le* /ul be a measure on 9? and /et 21 be a maximal élément

of A. Then either 21 is an atom of jjl or jll(^(2ï)) converges to 0.

Assume that /tx(3f(2l)) does not converge to 0. By Proposition 2.2 there exist a

0-neighbourhood V and an A e 21 such that

Let (An)neN be a séquence in 2ï. If fUeN An 0 then there exists a decreasing

séquence (Bn)neN in 21 with empty intersection and such that Bo&lt;^ A. It follows
that (ju,(Bn))neN converges to 0 and this contradicts the above relation. Hence

flneN An#0.. The set

Be9t|3Ce2l,(n An)nCcfî
VneN / J

belongs to A and contains 21. Since 21 is maximal it coincides with 21. We deduce

fUsN An e 21. Since 9ï H 9Î(/ul) 0 we deduce 21 € A(9Î(/ul)). It is obvious that 2ï is

a maximal élément of A(3l(^)). Hence 2ï is an atom of ^- ¦
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COROLLARY 2.4. Let /ut, v be measures on 9î and let 2ï be an atom of jx.
Then either 21 is an atom of v or *&gt;(t¥(5î)) converges to 0.

By Proposition 1.3(d) H is a maximal élément of A and the assertion follows
from the proposition. ¦

PROPOSITION 2.5. Let fxbe a B-regular measure on 9î and let 21 be a proper
atom of jul. Then for any A e21 there exists Ke$D 21 with

By Proposition 2.3 /Li(3f(2t)) is a Cauchy filter. Since 21 is a proper atom of pt, 0
is not an adhèrent point of this filter. Hence there exist a neighbourhood V of 0
and a set B e 2ï such that

{/x(O | Ce2l, CczB}D V= 0.

Since fx is $-regular there exists XeS such that KcAflfî and

MO | Ce9î, Ccz A HB\K}c: V.

Let Ce2T. If CHKg5R(jh) then by Proposition 1.3(a) C\lCe21 and therefore

AHBn(C\K)e%

which is a contradiction. Hence CnK^^l(fx) for any Ce21. By Proposition 1.3(b)
we get Kg21. ¦
3. Atomic Measures

A measure possessing no proper atom is called atomless. If it possesses no
atoms at ail it is called strictly atomless, Any improper atom of an atomless

measure is of the second kind.

PROPOSITION 3.1. The set of atomless (resp. strictly atomless) G-valued
measures on 91 is a subgroup of Gm.

Let ix, v be two G-valued measures on 9t and let 21 be an atom of \x - v. Since
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it follows that

or

By Corollary 1.4 we deduce that SI is an atom of either pt or v. This shows that
the set of strictly non-atomic G-valued measures is a subgroup of Gm.

Assume now that 91 is a proper atom of \x — v. By Proposition 1.3(d) SI is a

maximal élément of A. By Proposition 2.3, 91 is a proper atom of either jx or v.

Hence the set of G-valued atomless measures on is a subgroup of G ¦
We say that a measure /ll on 9t satisfies the atom condition (abbreviated ac) if

for any atom 91 of fx, ju,(3f(9T)) is convergent; according to the gênerai convention
made above we dénote by fxn the limit of jll(^(91)) which may be interpreted as

the value of fx at 91. By Proposition 1.1 any measure satisfying locally ccc satisfies

ac. By Proposition 2.2 any measures with values in an co-topological group and a

fortiori in a complète topological group (Proposition 2.1) satisfies ac. The set of
G-valued measures on 9î satisfying ac is a subgroup of Gm (Corollary 2.4).

A measure fx on 9î satisfying ac is called atomic if for any Aeiïl, /ul(A) is the
sum of the family (/tA9i)?i6&lt;j&gt;, where &lt;f&gt; dénotes the set of atoms 91 of fx such that
A g 91. By Propositions 1.3(d) and 2.3 we may replace &lt;P in the above définition by
the set of maximal éléments 91 of A such that A e 91. From this remark it follows

immediately that the set of G-valued atomic measures on di is a subgroup of Gm.

Any improper atom of an atomic measure is of the first kind. A measure which is

at the same time atomic and atomless vanishes identically.

PROPOSITION 3.2. Let ix, /ut&apos; be two atomless G-valued measures on dt and
let v, v&apos; be two atomic G-valued measures on 9î. //

then jx fx&apos; and v v&apos;.

By Proposition 3.1, jul-jul&apos; is an atomless measure on dt. Since it is at the same

time an atomic measure it vanishes identically. ¦
We say that a measure /ul on 9? satisfying ac satisfies the atomical summability

condition (abbreviated asc) if for any Aedi the family (txn)ne&lt;p is summable,

where * dénotes the set of atome 91 of fx such that A g 91. By Propositions 1.3(d)

and 2.3 we may replace &lt;P in the above définition by the set of maximal éléments
91 for A for which A e 91. From this remark it follows immediately that the set of
G-valued measures on 91 satisfying asc is a subgroup of Gm. Any atomic measure

satisfies asc.
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PROPOSITION 3.3. Let /u, be a G-valued measure on 9î satisfying ac and let
&lt;P be a countable set of atoms of jul such that n^e&lt;f&gt;SÏ5é0 and such that
i^(3(n&amp;€&lt;j»20) converges. Then the family (/llsï)stg&lt;i&gt; is summable and its sum is the

limit of

Let M be a subset of N^{0} and let (?ln)neM be a family of atoms of jjl such
2ïm#2lM for any différent m, ne M and # {2l« | ne M}. We set 21: f]nGM 2ln.

Let V be an arbitrary 0-neighbourhood in G and let (Vn)neN be a séquence of
0-neighbourhoods in G such that Vo+ V0- Vb^ V and such that Vn+i + Vn+i &lt;= Vn

for any neN. For any neM there exists Ane9ln such that

B 6 Sln, B C An} &lt;=¦ ^n + V«.

There exists AGpIneMStn such that

{jx(B) | B G «, B c A} c m + Vo.

By Proposition 1.5 there exists a disjoint family (Bn)n&lt;=M in 9î such that Bne2ln
for any ne M. Then (An nfînn A)neM is a disjoint family in 9t whose union
belongs to 9t and therefore

fi/U (AnnfînnA))= X /*(AnnBnnA)

Since \Jn&lt;=hi(An HBnn A) g 91 (Proposition 1.3(a)) we hâve

/Ut( U i^n PI BM H A)) G fi*+ Vo.
\neM /

For any neMwe get

lx(An DBnnA)e fxnn + Vn.

Let Mo be a finite subset of M such that
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for any finite subset M&apos; of M containing Mo. We deduce for any finite subset M&apos;

of M containing Mo.

X Vo+&apos;Vo-Vbc V.

Since V is arbitrary it follows that (ixnJn&amp;M is summable and its sum is jLt9i0-

PROPOSITION 3.4. Any measure satisfying locally ccc satisfies asc.

Let fx be a measure on 9t satisfying locally ccc. By Proposition 1.1

converges for any 21 € A ; in particular /x satisfies ac. Let A e 91 and let &lt;f&gt; be the
set of atoms 21 of /m such that A e2l. By Proposition 1.2(c) &lt;f&gt; is countable. By the

preceding proposition djLw)w&lt;=&lt;p is summable. Hence /u, satisfies asc. ¦
PROPOSITION 3.5. If G is an (o-space then any G-valued measure satisfies

asc.

Let /ix be a G-valued measure on 91. By Proposition 2.2 for any 21 e A the filter
ju,(3f(2l)) converges; in particular n satisfies ac. Let Ae9î, let &lt;É&gt; be the set of
atoms 21 of ix such that A e 21, and let ^c(^) be the set of countable subsets of &lt;P

ordered by the inclusion relation. By Proposition 3.3 for any #&quot;€^c(&lt;£) the

family (fjin)ne^ is summable; let us dénote by / the map

X &gt; G.

Then 0£c(&lt;2&gt;),/) is an co-net in G. Hence if g dénotes the section filter of
then /(g) converges. We deduce that the family (jLt2i)§ie&lt;f&gt; is summable. Hence /ut

satisfies asc. ¦
THEOREM 3.6. Let (x be a $i-regular G-valued measure on dt satisfying asc.

We dénote for any A e 9t by &lt;&amp;(A) the set of atoms 21 of n such that A e 21 and by
yi&apos; the map

Then jjl&apos; (resp. ix-jx&apos;) is an atomic (resp. atomless) M-regular measure on JR

absolutely continuous with respect to \x (le. ^(ju)c:sJ?(^&apos;)n^(fA-jii&apos;))- The proper
atoms and the improper atoms of the first kind of jit and n&apos; coïncide and we hâve
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jUL9i tik for any atom 81 of /ix. Any improper atom of fx of the second kind is an
improper atom of jll — fxf of the second kind.

Let (At)tei be a countable disjoint family in 9t whose union belongs to 9t.

Then (&lt;2&gt;(At))tej is a disjoint family and by Proposition 1.3(c) its union is

/A). Weget

ieI?Je&lt;ï&gt;(At) t€l
tel

Hence \x! is a measure.
Let A e 91 and let U be a closèd 0-neighbourhood in G. Then there exists a

finite subset ^o of &lt;P(A) such that

for any finite subset ty of 4&gt;(A) containing ^o. By Proposition 2.5 there exists for
any SIe&lt;#(A) a set K^g^HSI with K9ïc: A. We set

K:= U

Let B be a set of 9? such that XcficA. Then &lt;P(B) is a subset of &lt;f&gt;(A)

containing ^0 (Proposition 1.3(a)) and therefore

This shows that /ut&apos; is $-regular. We deduce that jjl- fi&apos; is a $-regular measure on
9î. It is obvious that yJ and /x - fxf are absolutely continuous with respect to jll.

Let 91 be an atom of /ut. Let U be a closed 0-neighbourhood in G and let V be

a 0-neighbourhood in G such that V- V— Vc U. There exists Ae9ï such that

Let V be a finite nonempty subset of &lt;P(A) {%}. Then there exists

Be fi *&apos;\*
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such that B cz A and

n(C)\Ce fi W

Then A\Bg?Ï (Proposition 1 Me)) and therefore

I

G /Lt(B)- V= jLt(A)-/Lt(A\B)- Vc V- V

Since tp îs arbitrary we get

Since 1/ îs arbitrary we deduce jufe tm Hence the proper atoms of /x and /x&apos;

coïncide (Corollary 2 4) We deduce further that the improper atoms of /x and yJ
of the first kind coïncide (Corollary 1 4) Moreover for any A g 9t we get

where &lt;f&gt; dénotes the set of maximal éléments % of A such that A g 21 (Propositions
1 3(d) and 2 3) Hence /ul&apos; is an atomie measure

Let 2ï be an atom of /ll - /x&apos; Then 91 is an atom of jul (Corollary 1 4) and by the
above considérations ît follows that SI is an improper atom of jjl — /ul&apos; Hence
jUL-jut&apos; is atomless

Let §t be an improper atom of fx of the second kind Then there exists A g 2ï

such that Ae?i(/i/) and therefore 21 is an atom of ix-fx&apos; (Corollary 17))
Since ix-^ is atomless ît is an improper atom of ju,-jla&apos; of the second kind ¦

Example We want to give an example of a locally convex space E and of an
E-valued measure on a cr-algebra of sets, possessing an improper atom of the
second kind Let X be a set For any A &lt;= Xx[0,1] and for any x e X we set

A(x) ={ye[0,l]|(x,y)GA}

We dénote by 9? the set of A c Xx [0, 1] such that (a) A(x) is a Borel set for any
x g X, (b) the set {x e X | A(x) t* 0 and A(x) ¥&gt; [0,1]} is countable It is obvious
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that 9t is a cr-algebra of subsets of Xx[0,1]. For any A eJR we dénote by fi(A)
the map

where A dénotes the Lebesque measure on [0, 1]. It is easy to see that fi is an
atomless Rx-valued measure on 9t. Let S be a.non-trivial ultrafilter on X such

that the intersection of any countable family in Qf belongs to §f (we assume that
such an ultrafilter exists). We set

Then «e A(/ll). Let We A(i*) with »&lt;=«&apos;, let A g SI&apos;, and let

Xo:={xgX|A(x)*0}

If Xoég then X\Xoeg and therefore (X\Xo)x[0, 1] g 21 and this leads to the

contradictory relation

0 AH((X\Xo)x[0, l])eH\

Hence XoeS- Since Ag9Î the set

- {xgX| A(x)#0 and A(x)#[0,1]}

is countable and therefore it does not belong to $. Hence

and we deduce successively A g 21, 2T 2T and 21 is an atom of /m. The measure /x

being atomless 21 is an improper atom of the second kind.

Example. Let X be an uncountable set, let S#{X) be the set of subsets of X,
and for any A g^S(X) let Ia be the characteristic function of A. Then

is an example of a measure satisfying asc and not satisfying ccc.
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